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Complementing Radiologic Data with Geology-A Case History
Dennis McGrane
Geologist, Bechtel Civil Inc., San Francisco, California

SYNOPSIS: The goal in characterizing radioactively contaminated soil is to quantify the degree of
contamination and its parameters. A cost effective, small scale characterization is done by performing a surface radiological survey with subsurface data coming from boreholes augered in a tight
grid pattern. Confidence in the between-hole extrapolations depends on the grid size. However, at
the widely contaminated site in Maywood, New Jersey a grid width of 100 feet was the only economical
choice. Accurate contamination parameters were determined despite the wide hole spacings once geologists and health physicists learned how local geologic conditions controlled the contamination's
location and extent. The contamination pathway was found to be fluvially dependent, and various
logged soil types could be confirmed by their distinctive radiologic signatures. With this knowledge,
grid drilling was abandoned.
Drillhole sites were individually selected based on geologically
supported, between-hole extrapolations thereby eliminating many costly boreholes.
HISTORY, LOCATION, AND DESCRIPTION
The 1984 Energy and Water Appropriations Act
authorized the Department of Energy {DOE) to
conduct a decontamination research and development project at the former Maywood Chemical
Works (now owned by the Stephan Company) and
its vicinity properties.
DOE now owns 11.7
acres of the land just west of the Stepan
Company and has constructed the Maywood Interim
Storage Site (MISS) there. The MISS lies in
a highly developed area in the Borough of
Maywood and the Township of Rochelle Park,
New Jersey.
Contaminated residential properties
lie further south in the Borough of Lodi (FIG I).
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From 1916 through 1956, the Maywood Chemical
Works processed monazite sand (thorium ore)
for industrial products. During this time,
slurry containing process wastes from the thorium operations was pumped to diked areas west
of the plant. Historical aerial photographs
show these tailings ponds were located in former
swampy areas, the headwaters for the southward
flowing Lodi Brook. In 1932, New Jersey Route
17 was built through this disposal area, leaving
contaminated material isolated on what is now
known as the Balled property, west of the MISS.
FIGURE I-MAYWOOD INTERIM STORAGE SITE AND
During this time, process wastes were removed
VICINITY PROPERTIES
from the Maywood Chemical Works for use as mulch
and fill on nearby commercial and residential
properties, thereby contaminating them with
radioactive thorium and its daughters (some elevated concentrations of Uranium-232 and its daughters
are also present). Maywood Chemical Works stopped processing Thorium in 1956. Construction of
vicinity commercial properties began in 1960. At this time 80-90% of Lodi Brook leaving the MISS
area was confined to a concrete conduit and buried. Above this conduit, commercial and residential
development occurred during the next 27 years.
The goal of this project is to define all contamination parameters and remediate all those areas
exceeding DOE guidelines. During a previous phase of this project, 25 residential properties in
Rochelle Park, Lodi and Maywood, and a portion of the Ballod property were characterized and underwent remedial action. The low level radioactive soil removed from these areas is now being stored
at the MISS. The project phase discussed here involved the characterization of the MISS, portions
of the Stepan site, seven commercial properties (Sears, Desaussure, Hunter Douglas, Federal Express,
Sunoco, Gulf, and Bergen Cable), 27 Lodi properties, the New Jersey Vehicle Inspection Station (NJVIS)
and the Lodi Municipal Park.
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SITE CHARACTERIZATION PLAN
The first step in the characterization involved establishing a 50 foot grid tied into the New Jersey
State grid system, allowing the grid to be easily reestablished during any remedial action. Next,
cone-shield gamma measurements were taken 12 .inches from the ground, 10 feet apart throughout all
designated properties. Once locations exceeding the DOE guideline of 5 pCi/g were found, surface
soil samples were collected and analyzed for thorium-232, radium-226, and uranium-238. Subsurface
borehole locations were establi·s hed at 100 foot intervals on the MISS and commercial properties.
Borehole locations on residential properties were to be designated by the geologist, but it was believed that a grid pattern with shorter between-hole spacings would be the most logical hole site
selection plan. Subsurface (downhole) measurements were conducted using a 2 inch by 2 inch sodium
iodide gamma scintillation detector. This instrument was calibrated so that a count rate of 40,000
cpm was approximately equal to the 15-pCi/g DOE subsurface guideline for thorium-232. Because of
the possible volitile chemical hazard, hole locations were first scanned using a metal detector (to
detect. buried drums and utilities), and then continuously monitored during drilling using an enviromental monitor (ENMET).
GEOLOGY AND HYDROGEOLOGY
Successfully carrying out the subsurface augerings depended on the geologist's ability to discriminate between various local geologic units. The thin alluvial topsoil in this area of northern New
Jersey is underlain by the deltaic Brunswick sandstone (Triassic age). The Brunswick is a moderately
hard, mostly fine grained argillaceous formation with occasional rounded gravel and cobbles; it is
often interbedded with thin, discontinuous organic lenses. The relatively flat topography and
temperate climate enables a residual soil to develop in more elevated, nonsaturated areas. Typically,
the soil horizons here can be described as a thin (5-1.0 ft.), moderate brown (5 YR 3/4) organic
horizon over a 3.0-8.0 foot dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/2) decomposed layer which grades into
competent, dark reddish brown (10 YR 3/4) Brunswick sandstone (FIG II). Typically, competent rock
lies at a depth between 12 and 15 feet, with depths at the NJVIS ranging from outcroppings to greater
than 20 feet.
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In and adjacent to the low lying dendritic drainages of the Lodi Brook watershed (namely the commercial property areas), saturated conditions permit the development of a silty organic cumulose soil.
This black silt sequence originated through seasonal floodwater deposition and is subsequently very
mobile. The silts presence helped identify areas of floodwater deposition in Lodi Brook, indicate
former intermittent tributary streams, and quantify the width of the Lodi Brook floodplain.
Knowing ground water conditions was important in understanding surface transport mechanisms. Because
the summertime ground water level is shallow (typically 7.0-9.0 feet below the ground surface),
saturated conditions leading to surface runoff are quickly reached during heavy rains. Knowing this,
we were not surprised to find large amounts of stream flow transported contamination extending far
downstream and well out to either side of the main stream channel.
Subsurface contaminant transport by groundwater was not a problem owing to the insolubility of
Thorium-232. However, documenting precise groundwater levels and local gradients was important to
identify potential chemically contaminated plumes, especially at the Sears site. Accurate ground
water levels were also needed to explain radiation flux attenuation in holes that do penetrate below
the water table. For remedial action purposes, accurate seasonal ground water levels were also
necessary to support excavation planning.
INITIAL ASSUMPTIONS
At the start of this characterization, Lodi Brook was not known to be a major contaminant transport
mechanism. In 1984, six Lodi properties underwent remedial action, but only two of these homes were
located over the former Lodi Brook floodplain. Contamination around the four homes was explained
by human residential backfilling. No explanation could be made for the deep contamination on the
other two properties because Lodi Brook was not visually present, and because a geologist was not
present to identify the contaminant-bearing media as stream sediment.
During this early segment of the characterization, contaminant location was also not assumed to be
environmentally dependent. On the former Maywood Chemical Works site (MISS, Ballod, and Stepan),
the expectation was to find thick sequences of radioactive material where it had been interpreted
that former tailings ponds had been located, based on historical aerial photographs. Moreover,
expectations were to encounter lenses of contaminated tailings below fill extending onto the commercial properties. Another expectation was to find contamination in fill used to level each commercial area before construction. South of the commercial properties (excluding Bergen Cable), contamination location had not been deemed environmentally dependent, but was also wrongfully assumed
to also be mechanically deposited by humans.
The initial characterization drill plan was based solely on the above assumptions. Excluding former
tailings pond areas, the contaminant transport mechanism seemed random and unpredictable. Therefore,
the correct drill plan selected would most logically be a grid pattern.
CHARACTERIZATION OF MISS AND ADJACENT COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES
The surface and subsurface of the MISS and Sears sites were characterized according to the previously
discussed guidelines. Hole locations were only displaced from grid points if overhead or below
ground utilities or suspected buried drums made it necessary. Drilling on the grid pattern provided
adequate coverage of the large buried tailings pond areas. · It is also provided the precise locations
where fill was placed before commercial property construction. Drilling on a set grid pattern did
not allow the flexibility to better define contaminated areas with additional holes. We also may
have missed penetrating some smaller contaminated areas because of the 100 foot grid interval. On
the whole though, grid pattern drilling at Sears and the adjacent commercial properties was effective to adequately quantify contamination extent and depth.
In topographically elevated areas the drilling results were consistent with our assumption that contamination would be found in the disturbed, uppermost residual soil sequence. There, determining
the boundary between contaminated and clean materials could only be done by radiological means.
Visual identification of white Thorium Oxide was impossible in almost all cases for drillholes outside the tailings areas because the contaminant was masked by darker, fine grained host materials.
In tailings ponds areas,a thick sequence of white radioactive tailings was found above clean natural
material (mostly black organic silt). Downward migration of Thorium into the silt was prevented
by Thorium's insolubility. In the southern part of the Sears and other commercial properties, Lodi
Brook headwaters end and a slightly incised channel begins. This is also where no tailings ponds
were located. Here we found that the contamination began to extend into the native black silt
sequence. In some holes contamination extended only into the uppermost portions of the silt, while
in others the entire black silt soil horizon was contaminated. This can be explained by the theory
that spilled, released, or eroded radioactive materials from the tailings ponds were mixed into silt
mobilized by high water. Forty years of such mixing is enough to account for con~amination throughout thick natural -sequences in Lodi Brook's downstream channel and partial contamination of its
adjacent floodplain. This theory had not yet been developed while this drilling occurred. Instead,
the randomness of contaminati on depth and extent, along with the myriad of hosting materials, all
pointed to mechanical backfilling as the primary contaminant spreading mechanism.
The discovery of buried metal drums proved useful in defining low-lying portions of Lodi Brook and
will aid in any subsequent remedial action. In two sites on the Sears property, buried chemical- ·
filled drums were discovered, and the detection of suspicious metal .objects in other locations
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resulted in displaced dl:lllholes. The map locations of drums and other metallic objects correlates precisely with the
former channel of Lodi. Bxook. This formerly depxessed axea is logicaJly a good place for dumping, eliminating the
need to dig a waste pit. Knowing this relationship, when remedial actiDn occurs, the excavator may encounter
chemical-laden dnuns thl:oughout the former st:Ieam channel on the Sears p:toperty•
CHARACTERIZATION OF LODI PARK AND BERGEN CABLE

The characterization of the Lodi Municipal Park wa8 also done on a grid patternr in this case a 75 foot grld spaCing
p:tovided the best coverage. It -was here, almost one half mile downstxeam from the MISS, that the Lodi B:took conduit was f:il:st encountered. With this discovery came the first CODScious correlation between contamination and
fhlviall.y trensporlled bla:::k silt.
At this time, the extent of floodplain contamination was not known. Lodi B:took was thought to have been merely
a small stream, not one capable of spreading contaminated silt 75 feet from its channel. The few boreholes dr:illed
into the floodplain were enough to establish a silt/contamination con:elation, but thmr wide spacings on the grid
prevented the attainment of a good cross-sectional channel prof:ile.
On both sides of the conduit, bla:::k organic silt was i.dentifl.ed as originating from floodplain deposition and not as
wetland cumulose soil like that which had developed at the b:took's headwatexs (MISS and Sears). Since we were
out of Lodi B:took's swampy headwaters and onto its former meandering channel, our drllling should have been dixected

speciftca:ny towards defining the lateral extent of the contaminated floodplain. This could have been done by
drilling lines of holes perpenclli:ular to stream flow and noting the lateral extent of contaminated bl.ec:k floodplain
sediment. Instead, .initial volume estimates were made based on inadequate and ineffect:l.ve borehole locations possibly
resulting in mprecise conchlsions. More precise volume estimates could have been made with a more geologically
sensitive drill plan.
South of the buried conduit in Lodi Park another mportant corxelation between a geologic material and contamination
was established. A 2-6 foot thick bla:::k, OOIJl ash lense was 1bund just below the sandy topsoil fill and above decomposed Brunswick sandstone. This coal ash revealed a radiological signature above DOE guidelines and appeared
as a bla:::k, sandy, fine-ooorse grained material similar in appearance to the contaminated bla:::k stxeam sediment.
·The only major difference was in its much lower density. If only rad.iological data were used· for contamination

volume estimates, this mat:er.IZil would have been falsely classjfied as material. oxiginating from MISS. More radJoactive coal ash was subsequently found under some Lodi residential p:topert:ies where it had been used as fill around
housing fbwldations.
SubSUJ::f.ace ch:il.ling at BeJ:gen cable was done on a 100 foot giid pattern. Before drllling, suxface scan measurements
revealed contamination in the site's southeastem comer. Downhole p:tobe readings .in boreholes with.in the contaminated area failed to . quantify any contaminated zones because of the minute thickness of the contaminated topsoil.
Because this area is completely out of the Lodi Bxook drainage basin, fill emplacement seems to be a .1og:ical mode
of contam:inant: transport. It is also possible that nearby (less than 100 feet) Maywood Bxook also transported contam:inants, but from a dlfferent souroe.
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE LODI RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES

The characteJ:i%ati of a single. residential p:toperty requires full hole-coverage i f the mode of contamination mmsport
is 'lmkriown or random. Because cont:aminated fill was still belleved to be the cause of contamination, .individual homes
were c:haracterized as lf contamination coUld be anywhere and at any depth. D.t:ill.hole site locations were conservatively chosen to provide total coverage. Holes were located al:OUild the p:toperty' s peximeter and house foundation,
and in all •hot-spots• delineated by the sw:face cone slUeld survey.
While charzlctex:izing the first few residential 'Lodi pxopert:ies, understanding the site's geologic and radiologic relationships grew to the po.int where drill plan modif:icat:ions were deemed necessary. Plotted and contoured cones!Uel.d data fi.xst led to the realization that contamination coincided precisely with the extent of the Lodi Bxook floodplain. Cone-shield data in the nonftll covered backyards of 18, 20, and 22 long Valley Road showed a linear contamination boundaJ:y paralleling the former st:Ieam channel 75 feet away. This distanoe agmed with the interviewed
xesi.dents who stated that before confinement, Lodi B:took floodwaters once extended over a hundred feet wide.
As more holes were cb::i.lled alcng the conduit, a definite cor.relation developed between the black stream sedjment
and contam.ination. Rough geo.1og:ical sections revealed a black silt lense app:toximately l50 feet aa:oss which deepened
and thickened in the center and tapered outwards to higher elevat::ions - the classic graded stxeam and floodplain
pJ:Of:ile. Since contamination was fluviall.y deposited by a graded stream, the follow.ing suppositions could be made:
1) contamination could be expected at higher elevat::ions farther away from mi.dchannel.r 2) contamination thickness
would be greater .in the channel . due to bed load transport, 3) cont:amination would be under a house lf the house
is located. cin .the floodplain and only then if the excavated foundation did not penetrate the contaminated lenser 4)
the lateral subSUJ:fi!loe contamination boundaries could be projected up and downstxeam because of the gradual directional ehangea which charac:terize a graded streamr 5) contamination may be only at the sw:f.ace of the floodplain sediment, and it ·may not extend as far away from the stxeam as the extent of bla:::k silt s.inoe sllt deposition pxobably
began long before the contam.inat:ion was introduced r and 6) the lateral boundary of contamination may suggest low
lying areas such as intermi.ttent trlbutm::ies. Evidence of this last observation can be seen at the NJVIS (FIG m).
There, the undulating boundary reflects numerous smaller tributaries and former topographical variences.

With these depositional theories in mind, a new drill strategy was developed to take advantage of contam.ination predictability. F:tom this time on, dl:lllhole locations were selected by the field gedlogist based on existing drllling
and radiologic data and knowledge of shallow geologic condit::i.cns. Hole fl:equend.es were .increased in areas on top
of. ~e fbrmer ~plain .and decreased outs:i.de the high water depositional ~dary. Holes were not completely
eli.minated outside the floodplain due m the fact that contaminated · £U+ was always a possibility. Hole locations were
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staggered to provide better coverage for cross-sections perpendicular to stream flow. Fewer holes
were needed at each residence because contamination boundaries could be projected down or upstream.
And, during drilling, the radiologic logs of each drillhole complimented the geologic logs by . helping
the geologist better define the contacts between the "hot• black silt sandwiched between clean surface fill and natural decomposed sandstone. This gave us assurance in the field that all contamination had been penetrated.
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FIGURE III - BOREHOLE LOCATIONS AT THE NEW JERSEY VEHICLE INSPECTION STATION PROPERTY
South of the Lodi Municipal Park, the geologist and health physicist worked closely together to
identify the radiologic signature of coal ash surrounding many designated home foundations. Often
this ash lies directly above black contaminated stream sediment. Knowing the coal ash to be physically less dense and having a lower radiation flux (20,000- 30,000 cpm), it was possible to discriminate between it and Thorium-contaminated black silt. Again, this discrimination was usually
done by the juxtaposition of geologic and radiologic logs (FIG II). Any geologic contact discrepancies were usually explained by the alpha-attenuating affects of gound water.
Knowing the radiologic signatures of various geologic materials, it was possible to compare existing
radiologic and geologic data from Lodi Park to better define the limits of Thorium contaminant as
opposed to the coal ash fill. The geologist's ability to discriminate between the two radioactive
materials encountered at Lodi Park and many residential properties was essentiali otherwise, the
volume estimate of Thorium-232 contaminated materials, based solely on radioactive readings, would
have been far too high.
NEW JERSEY VEHICLE INSPECTION STATION (NJVIS)
The NJVIS was first characterized after drilling at Lodi Park was completed. At that time, Lodi
Brook was not known to be the main contamination transport mechanism, and drilling was proceeding
on a strict 100 foot grid pattern. Predrill surface cone shield measurements showed contamination
in the northern property reaches, but south of the buried Lodi Brook conduit. With this information
alone, there was no reason to question the belief that transported fill was the principle mode of
contamination.
Just as at Lodi Park, the grid drilling plan did not adequately characterize the former creek channel.
Drilling data showed only two holes with significant contamination at depth. If the final contamination volume estimate had been based only on this information, the result would have been too low.
Outside the channel, in the southern NJVIS property, a more cost effective drill strategy would
have simply been to drill boreholes on hot spots delineated by the surface cone shield survey or
in areas where fill was known to be thick.
After characterizing the Lodi properties, confidence was lost in the effectiveness of the original
NJVIS characterization-Personnel returned to the NJVIS thinking that a contaminated lense of stream
sediment existed below the buried ·conduit just as had been found on the Lodi properties. Additional
drilling proved this theory false. The additional drilling was intentionally done in a linear
fashion perpendicular to the stream channel (FIG II). Information from these drillholes helped
define the former floodplain width and channel depth without additional holes between drill lines.
The results of the second drill session showed the former channel near the surface and south of
the conduit (FIG IV). Contaminated fill was also found around the conduit in the northwestern
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corner of the property. OUr revised drilling technique provided the information needed for an
accurate volume estimate without excess holes. Every hole was used to either define contamination
extent and/or depth. Most importantly, the former creek channel was found to be south of the existint conduit, meaning the conduit leaves the former channel somewhere between the southernmost
designated Lodi property and the NJVIS. This is valuable information for determining the next properties to be designated for characterization.

FIGURE IV - GEOLOGIC SECTION GRID LINE lSOOE (NEW JERSEY VEHICLE INSPECTION STATION)
CONCLUSION
Many important ideas were developed throughout this characterization which will expedite further
work of this kind. Most importantly, knowing the mode of contamination transport is essential in
developing an investigation plan. As the MISS (excluding tailing pond areas) and Lodi properties,
it was initially believed the contamination was in randomly placed fill material. The most logical
drill plan for random contamination is a grid. At the MISS and commercial sites a grid plan proved
an appropriate method, but along the former Lodi Brook channel the continued use of a grid could
have resulted in an inaccurate contaminated soil volume estimate. The geologist's ability to
recognize natural deposition and predict trends was crucial in evolving geologically sensitive
drilling strategies.
It also became evident that a great amount of information can be gathered before drilling by inter· viewing knowledgeable parties, in this case long-time residents. For this project, time budgeted
for predrill site research, including the use of aerial photographs, would have been much more cost
effective than deciphering the site history through a subsurface investigation.
The cone-shield surface survey proved extremely helpful in selecting potential drillhole locations,
finding the lateral extent of contamination, and revealing geologic trends. And lastly, the juxtaposition of drillhole radiologic and geologic logs was invaluable for determining the contamination's
vertical dimensions and defining geologic contacts.
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